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One of the capabilities that can potentially advance the use of Intelligent Transportation 

Systems in the Complex Networks and Complex Systems area of Critical National Needs is the 

Intelligent Tire Concept. Although there have been progress made in the area of intelligent 

transportation over the past decade and the subject has been researched by various 

organizations in the US and abroad, one of the key enabling technologies, namely intelligent 

tire, has not received as much attention. Without the capacity to be able to estimate, at low 

cost, tire load, slip angle, friction, and forces, the implementation of the technologies that will 

emerge as a result of the intelligent transportation research will be too costly to implement. 

This is only possible through developing an intelligent tire concept with sensors embedded in 

the tire that will provide the needed information to the chassis control systems onboard 

vehicles of different size and to provide load data for the trucks as they move along the road 

through their GPS system without the need to stop at the weigh stations across US therefore 

eliminating the need for these stations. This technology will have a profound effect on 

transportation safety as well as infrastructure.  

A vehicle’s interaction with the road surface initiates at the contact patch of the tires.  

This small patch dictates the resulting motion of the vehicle and is a major governing factor of 

the vehicle’s stability and control, especially under severe maneuvers.  This relationship makes 

it desirable to know the coefficient of friction between the tire and road surface.  For most 

drivers this is not something that they know about as long as the vehicle progresses in the path 

intended by the driver. However, when the vehicle does not respond to drivers commands as 

expected, the safety on the driver and passengers of the unstable vehicle as well as other 

vehicles in its path are jeopardized. This brings up the social challenge that requires helping and 

protecting those people using the transportation system that are placed in harm’s way by 

others. This work proposes a method to estimate the coefficient of friction, vehicle speed, tire 

pressure, and tire load through direct measurement of the tire as it interacts with the road 

surface. In this respect, the coefficient of friction, vehicle speed, and tire load will all be used in 

the advanced chassis control systems that are being developed under the Intelligent 

Transportation Initiative. This will enhance the performance of such systems to a great extend 

[11]. The load can also be used to estimate vehicle weight and report that via GPS to a central 

location. In case of an overloaded passenger vehicle or a minivan, truck, or van, the driver can 

be alerted that the tire load capacity has reached its limit and action should be taken. In case of 

a commercial vehicle, the weight estimated on each wheel will be averaged to produce an 

estimate of the vehicle weight which can be broadcasted to a central location hence providing 

valuable information to the State and eliminating the need for weigh stations. 

Background 
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Since its mass production a few decades ago, tires have always been passive elements which 

play a crucial role in vehicle safety and stability. Although the science of tire compounding, 

design, and manufacturing has grown tremendously, its inclusion as part of the vehicle chassis 

control system has lagged all the other subsystems. In order to be able to provide the much 

needed tire road contact characteristics to the chassis control designer, it is required that the 

tire becomes part of the intelligent system that provides the information to the controller. One 

approach in accomplishing such a complex task is to combine modeling, instrumentation, 

testing, signal processing, and algorithm development. This research aims at developing such 

technology.  

In the field of intelligent tire systems, Tire Pressure Monitoring Systems (TPMS) have been the 

first products introduced in the market. The first patent for the system appeared in 1985 [12]. 

Since then, several systems were introduced in the market [13-14]. This development was 

mainly driven by vehicle manufacturers. The basic functionality of a TPMS is to monitor tire 

inflation pressure and temperature. The range of available solutions and products comprises 

various indirect and direct systems as well as simple or sophisticated means for the relevant 

driver information. The direct TPMS are using RF technology for transmitting sensor data to the 

vehicle and they are powered by batteries. Most direct TPMS are installed at the rim or 

attached to the valve. 

Although TPMS systems provide a new level of safety, they lack essential information regarding 

the state of the tire road contact characteristics. Continental Tire, the German tire 

manufacturer, introduced the side wall torsion sensor (SWT) in 1999 [15]. The SWT sensor 

allows measurement of the tire sidewall deformation and estimation of forces acting at the tire-

road contact. As a result of this more precise information about the driving states of the tires 

can contribute to further optimization of the electronic vehicle stability control systems. 

Another innovative application in the field of intelligent tire technology is the sensor system 

developed by the researchers in Darmstadt University of Technology, Germany. In this 

invention a magnet is placed inside the tire tread block and the movements of this magnet are 

monitored by a Hall-sensor [16]. 

The Apollo Program [17-18] started in 2002 in Finland and concluded in 2005 that the tire 

intelligence is necessity for vehicle active safety systems of the future. They developed a self 

energized light-based sensor. Their results showed that the possibility exists to predict tire 

characteristics based on sensors embedded in the tire.  

However, the technologies described above are not equipped to sense and transmit high speed 

dynamic variables used for real-time active safety control systems. In order to accomplish such 

a task, a more complex data processing and intelligent algorithms are required. 
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In [19], the authors present a distributed architecture for a data acquisition system that is 

based on a number of complex intelligent sensors inside the tire that form a wireless sensor 

network with coordination nodes placed on the body of the car. Although this complex system 

is not practical for implementation, it provides a good framework for understanding the 

complexities involved in developing such practical technology. 

In addition to direct sensor data manipulation and algorithm development to characterize tire 

road contact, many procedures have been developed which make use of the existing control 

and sensory architecture that is used by various chassis control systems such as anti-lock 

braking system and electronic stability system [20-27]. Although these methods present a 

relatively accurate solution, they rely heavily on tire and vehicle kinematic formulation and 

break down in case of abrupt changes in the measured quantities. 

Road-traffic injuries still represent the leading cause of injury-related deaths with an estimated 

1.2 million deaths worldwide each year [28]. In order to help the situation, the original 

equipment manufacturers and suppliers have implemented active safety systems. These 

systems use information about the external environment of a vehicle to change its behavior in 

pre-crash time period or during the crash event, with the ultimate goal of avoiding a crash 

altogether. Early work on active safety systems were primarily focused on improving the 

longitudinal motion dynamics, particularly on more effective antilock braking systems and 

traction-control (TC) systems. TC systems prevent the wheel from slipping while improving 

vehicle stability and control by maximizing the tractive and lateral forces between the vehicle’s 

tire and the road. This was followed by more powerful vehicle-stability control (VSC) systems, 

e.g., electronic stability program, VSC, and dynamic stability control. These systems use both 

brakes and engine torque to stabilize the vehicle in extreme handling situations by controlling 

the yaw motion. The active safety control systems described are based upon the estimation of 

vehicle dynamics variables such as forces, load transfer, actual tire–road friction (kinetic 

friction) μk, and maximum tire–road friction available (potential friction) μp, which is probably 

the most important parameter for the improvement of vehicle dynamic control systems [29]. 

The more accurate and “real time” the parameter estimation is, the better the overall 

performance of the control system. Currently, most of these variables are indirectly estimated 

using onboard sensors. With a more accurate estimation, we could even identify road-surface 

condition in real time. By detecting the change in the slope of the friction versus slip curve, 

regions of slippery surface can be identified [29], [30]. 

The solution that is sought for in this research combines many facets of science and engineering 

and builds on some of the existing technologies and develops an intelligent tire concept 

through use of sensors, Neural Networks, Fuzzy Systems, and Kalman Filters. In particular, this 

solution will have a dramatic effect on automobiles, particularly when considering safety. 
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Challenges 

Although the research outlined in this white paper will require that sensors be implemented in 

the tire, after the initial research where we plan on attaching the sensors to the inner liner of 

the tire using various techniques that has already been developed, the real challenge in 

implementing such technology in production tires can be categorized as follows. 1) the most 

challenging task which requires collaboration with a tire company is placing the sensors in the 

“green” tire to be cured at high temperatures. This requires a sensor design that can withstand 

extreme temperatures and can operate when cured into the tire. 2) the sensors must be small 

enough (micro) not to cause any uniformity problems as the tire rotates at high speeds. Non-

uniformity in a tire is the number one cause of discomfort for the driver and passengers and 

must be avoided at all costs. 3) the system power usage requirements must be understood and 

researched prior to finalizing a sensor design. The system must use an energy harvester which 

in addition to providing power to the batteries, it will house the sensor.  
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